Le préfet de l'Ancône

PAR AUTORISATION DU MINISTRE DES AFFAIRES ÉTRANGÈRES

Le 24 juillet 1920
Kingdom of Greece

To the Government of Greece

We, request our civil and military officers of Greece, also being our friend

to let for the way to pass Miss Panagiotisou, daughter of Antonio Martin

from Greece, aged 16, to go to America with out to be stopped or bother of

anybody also to give her assistance if

there will be necessary.

For the above reasons

this present sign by us

In order of the activity of foreigners

Shanta July 24th 1920

The Governor

Diamantides

Subscribed in Lowell, Mass.
This 13th day of April 1921

by G. Kontzios

Greke Orthodox Comm.
Lowell, Mass.

This is to certify that the above translation is true and conforms to

the original text.

Christos Tzogkos

President.